
Dress Code Guidance 

 

 

 

Brancepeth Castle Golf Club expects members and visitors to act responsibly and observe high standards 

of behaviour so everyone can enjoy the course, clubhouse and all the facilities. Please show respect and 

tolerance to other users of the facility. Abusive or aggressive behaviour is not acceptable. Mobile 

telephones, tablets and laptops may be used in ‘Silent’ mode only. If you wish to make a call, please do so 

outside the clubhouse to avoid disturbing other members/visitors. 

Our dress code guidance is one element of the overall expectation of respectful behaviour. Members and 

visitors should be appropriately dressed at all times, on and off the Course. Members are reminded that 

they are responsible for ensuring their guests abide by the standards of dress and behaviour. 

 

Dress on the Course (including putting green and chipping areas) 

 Clean, smart clothing, recognised as suitable for golf, worn in the correct manner. 

 Writing on clothing, including branding, should be discrete and inoffensive  

 Trousers and shorts for men must be tailored or designed for golf. 

 Shirts should be tucked into trousers or shorts unless designed to be worn outside. 

 Golf shoes must be worn on the course at all times – Soft Spikes or Spikeless.  

 

Dress in the Clubhouse 

The club operates a smart casual dress code in and around the clubhouse. For some social functions, 

the club may take the opportunity to define a specific dress code.  

The following should not be worn: 

 Tracksuits or cut-off trousers 

 Stained, torn, frayed or faded clothing 

 Combat/cargo/camouflage style clothing 

 Sports clothing unrelated to golf such as football shirts, athletics, and beach wear. 

 Wet, muddy or perspiration soaked clothing 

 Golf waterproofs 

 Golf Spikes or Golf Shoes (these are permitted in the spike bar only) 

 

 

Staff will politely remind visitors and members if they are not in keeping with the dress code and will 

either ask the individual to ensure they dress appropriately on their next visit, change immediately or in 

severe cases leave the premises.  

 

Please note: this dress guidance does not apply when using the Practice Range. 

 


